PRINT
Collection of Fortelock Flooring Prints

PRINT

A FLOOR NOBODY ELSE HAS
We are introducing a new service for the floor coverings Fortelock. Flooring print.
The innovative collection Fortelock Print is robust and 100 % recyclable solution to the floor which can be
installed in any interior.
The PVC flooring Fortelock Print does not have any surface treatment. That is why it is suitable especially
for short-term exposure:
• Fairs and other temporary events
• Parking lots in garages and places in warehouses outside the main traffic corridor
• Room in houses - dressing rooms, broom rooms, studies
Enjoy the perfect combination of design diversity of the surface, practical toughness of the flooring Fortelock and its affordability.

Design to Your Wish
The Fortelock flooring print of any type can be used not only for warning signs, lines, symbols, but also for
logos. Indulge yourselves with auxiliary lines for parking in your garage, protect your staff with warning
symbols on the floor or treat yourselves to your own new logos.
With the original print, you can optically break a uniform space. Once you have installed the floor tiles, you
will get elegant design with a unique atmosphere, which does not look cold at all, but rather cozy.

What type of flooring shall be printed?
If you choose to print the floor tiles Fortelock Invisible, you will get design underlining the deep structure of
the surface, which is apparent to look and touch. For the flooring Fortelock with an open lock, it is advisable to print on the leather pattern, which excels in its practical design.

Do not limit your imagination. It is only up to you how your floor will look.

GRANIT COLLECTION
fine-grain and coarse-grain designs

ECO GREY 01

ECO BLACK 01

ECO GREY 02

ECO BLACK 02

ECO GREY 03

We will lend you 50 m² of flooring.
Not sure, if the „granite“ theme will fit into your interior? We can lend you
up to 50 m² for you to try the tiles directly at your place.
Rental options can be discussed with our Sales Rep.

Details matter
Print designing will be left to you. You can choose the design for any
colours, floor tiles, patterns and materials.
These patterns are indicative only. It is up to you whether you choose
black-and-white or colour prints, coarse-grain or subtle designs.

Choose yourselves, combine.

ECO GREY 04

ECO BLACK 04

ECO GREY 05

ECO BLACK 05

ECO GREY 06

ECO BLACK 06

SIGN COLLECTION
logos, signs, texts

INDUSTRY

PATTERN
Diamond

COLOUR
Leather

Coins

INVISIBLE

PATTERN

COLOUR

Snake skin

Combine pleasant and useful
Floor marking can help to prevent unexpected and unpleasant
events and protect your staff at work. It can also delight you.

Choose your texts as you wish.

PRINT
Order the PVC Flooring Fortelock with Prints
Specify your order in detail - the location, font, number of printed pieces, the scope of the print. Send in
the required file to be printed or choose from our gallery. After processing, we will send you a preview
for approval. Your order, including also the floor tiles without print, will wait until the graphic draft of the
flooring with the print is approved.

Trade and Technical Information
Fortelock PVC print is designed for short-term exposures and its durability depends on the intensity
of use of the floor in the printed area. To prolong the print life, we recommend to treat the surface with
a Dr. Schutz CC Secura. The floor is thus protected, the adhesion of dirt is reduced and normal daily
cleaning is markedly simplified. In the event when your floor coverings cannot be fitted with a hard protective layer, you can also use polymer dispersion to treat newly installed or basically cleaned floorings, e.g.
Dr Schutz CC MATTE (SHINE) 3000PU. In both the cases, please observe all instructions contained
in manuals for flooring care. Print wear shall not be considered the reason for opening any claims. Therefore, it is advisable to check the print quality immediately after receipt of the goods. To maintain the print for
as long as possible, we recommend that you do not use abrasive cleaners or highly-concentrated cleaning
solutions. The print dissolves due to their effects. Solvent-based detergents can also debase the original
surface of the floor tile. It is advisable to perform cleaning with common detergent.

Trade Information
We are copyright minded. Therefore, we will be glad to prepare any print of the flooring Fortelock for you,
but only on condition that you submit the print drafts and make declaration that you are entitled to use the
trademarks and that you are aware of any possible consequences. If not, you can choose from the prints
from our range.

Printed flooring without surface
treatment and its contamination
after 6 weeks of normal operation
without continuous cleaning.

Tiles after 1st cleaning.

Tiles after first cleaning
and application of Dr. Schutz
CC Secura.

